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Overview
• Goal of the workshop and science team interactions
• Topics that were discussed
• Outcome and plans for the future
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Workshop Goal
• Exchange information on science plans and the capability of both
missions and to identify potential synergistic science investigations and
collaborations
- Understand the science of interest if both missions are in the Jupiter system at
the same time, and how we can best leverage the science investigations if the
missions are not in the Jupiter system at the same time
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Agenda of the workshop
• Topics are areas of collaboration identified at the first workshop held at
Caltech in July of 2018

- Introduction, JUICE and Europa Clipper project status reports, updated Europa Clipper
trajectory, and discussion (Bob Pappalardo, Olivier Witasse)
- Juno environment measurements of interest for the Europa Clipper and JUICE (Steve
Levin)
- Improving the ephemerides of the Jupiter moons, JUICE-Europa Clipper synergies
(Dominic Dirkx)
- Update on the Moons Symphony (Amanda Lee Falkenberg)
- Spacecraft satellite impact at the end of either mission: potential science (Randy
Gladstone)
- Potential joint JUICE-Europa Clipper Callisto science (Bill Mckinnon, Louise Prockter,
Federico Tosi, Abi Rymer, Norbert Krupp)
- Discussion, wrap-up, and plans for a third workshop (Bob Pappalardo, Dave Senske,
Haje Korth, Claire Vallat, Olivier Witasse)
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Project Status reports
• Europa Clipper:

- Project has entered Phase C
- Status of the Europa Clipper Magnetometer &
inflight calibration rolls
- Reconfiguration of REASON VHF antennas
- Update to tour trajectory

• JUICE:
-

Spacecraft completion of CDR review
Science Operations Center core design review
Completion of Instrument CDRs
Ariane 5 baselined for 2022 launch
Begin integration of spacecraft flight model
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Juno Environment
• Evolution of the Juno orbit:

- Rotation of Juno into the vicinity of the
orbits of Europa and Ganymede
- Discussion of opportunities for studies of
the space environment relevant to the
JUICE and Europa Clipper Missions
- The Juno team solicited input from the two
missions as to key data types that might
be useful for future mission planning
Orbits color-coded by PJ longitudes for magnetic field map
Blue = Orbits 1 & 3-5 (gave initial 90-deg spacing)
Orange = Orbits 6-9 (45-deg spacing)
Yellow = Orbits 10-17 (22.5-deg spacing)
Purple = Orbits 18-33 (11.25-deg spacing)
Red = Orbits 34-65 (example extended mission)
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Ephemerides of the Jupiter moons
• Understanding the Dynamics of the Galilean
Satellites
• JUICE/Europa Clipper Scientific synergies

• Opportunities for concurrent in-system observations
• Use of Same-beam interferometry (VLBI)
• Provides highly accurate, constraint on
Ganymede/Europa instantaneous relative positions

• Collaboration Approaches

• Discussion of simulations to better quantify synergy
• Analysis of the feasibility of concurrent, in-system,
opportunities
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Spacecraft-Satellite impact
• Discussion of science opportunities for
end of mission operations, observations
of one spacecraft as it impacts into one
of the icy satellites (e.g. impact of
Europa Clipper into Ganymede)
- Discussion of investigation of the
composition of debris/plume of material
generated by the impact

LCROSS
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Callisto Science
• Potential for joint observations/science of the
surface
-

Presence and extent of a subsurface ocean
Cratering record and early geological history
Surface composition including organics and carbon dioxide
Composition and structure of the exosphere

-

Interaction with the surface (e.g. irradiation, radiolysis, sputtering,
particle implantation)
Interaction with the environment (e.g. atmosphere/exosphere
sputtering and pickup ion production)

• Magnetospheric investigations
-

• Investigations of the interior
-

Current internal structure is poorly determined
Provide constraints on the time scale and timing of accretion
Hydrostatic assumption unconfirmed
Will require polar gravity
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Wrap-up and plans for the future
• There are ample synergistic science opportunities if both spacecraft
are in the Jupiter system at the same time or at different times—
optimal if in the system at the same time
• Plans for continued Project Science interactions between the Europa
Clipper and JUICE—monthly telecons are ongoing
• Potential opportunity for a joint meeting in association with the 2020
DPS meeting. Plans and details are being evaluated.
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